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Full List. Categories We, at Solitaire Card Games, have a particular interest in and passion for the

subject of card games. We are not only writers, but also avid card players and we pride ourselves on
knowing what we're talking about when it comes to the hobby. We are interested in all card games

and their variants, from the newer releases to the older and rarest of them all.Note that the
complete-lift solution is put off until a later book in this series. Theorem (The Sales Loonie) _It is

possible to find the cheapest individual ticket to fly at all times of the day and year, and the
cheapest way to complete such a journey, using the Loonie as the fundamental currency and the
amount of Loonies available to me as my only resource._ Proof Given any schedule of flights (of

which there are many, for instance, the domestic schedules of various airlines) and a deposit, the
cheapest individual ticket from that schedule to the landing places for all flights meeting the landing

conditions of the schedule, can be found by constructing a complete-lift system in which all of the
flights that meet those landing conditions are regular (rather than on-demand or infrequent)

elements of the system. Let the total number of one-way flights on the schedule be represented by
_C_, and let _C_ be divided into the number _n_ of one-way flights from to . That is to say, the

schedules consist of _n_ regular flights on one-way routes of total length _C_, and we need to find the
cheapest (in terms of the amount of Loonies I have available to me) route among these _n_ regular

flights. Construct such a system. Let the current cheapest flight from to be, say, flight _a_. The
amount of Loonies I have available is set at _C_ – _C_ _a_, and I have to purchase this amount of
Loonies, or find a route to purchase it, as cheaply as possible. Since I have the same amount of

money available to me in each time period, I have no reason to save this money for an
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